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One of the most contentious campaign finance issues that has arisen in the wake of 

Citizens United v. Federal Elections Commission is the disclosure of the identities of donors to 

electioneering nonprofits.1 The Federal Election Commission’s authority to compel such 

disclosure by 501(c)(4)s is currently unclear.2 However, those who value transparency in the 

electoral process might find some home hope from the recent saga of an Arizona nonprofit, 

which illustrates that states might be up to the challenge of enforcing disclosure. 

On October 15, 2012, an Arizona 501(c)(4) known as the Americans for Responsible 

Leadership (ARL) made an $11,000,000 donation to the Small Business Action Committee, a 

political committee in California dedicated to defeating Proposition 30 (a ballot initiative to raise 

taxes) and supporting Proposition 32 (an anti-union effort that would ban payroll deductions).3 

The donation—one of the largest in California’s history—caught the attention of the California 

Fair Political Practices Commission (CFPPC), which demanded that ARL release the source of 

the funds.4 After ARL refused, CFPPC sued, and on October 31, 2012, the trial court ruled in 

favor of CFPPC and ordered ARL to disclose its contributors.5 ARL appealed, and just four days 
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later—two days before the November 6 election—the California Supreme Court unanimously 

affirmed the Trial Court’s decision.6 

The next day, ARL disclosed that the source of the $11,000,000 was two nonprofits: The 

money passed from Americans for Job Security, a Virginia 501(c)(6),7 to another nonprofit, the 

Center for Patient’s Rights, before being sent to ARL; California officials referred to the process 

as “campaign money laundering.”8 Both Americans for Job Security and the Center for Patient’s 

Rights have been highly involved in GOP political activities, with the Center for Patient’s Rights 

allegedly distributing close to $45 million in 2010 to nonprofits to air partisan conservative ads.9 

Despite ARL’s efforts in this last election, however, both of the positions it took failed; 

Proposition 30 passed, while Proposition 32 was defeated.10 
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The case of ARL demonstrates the ability of state officials to effectively enforce 

campaign disclosure laws even on the brink of an election—here, the CFPPC obtained a ruling 

from the state’s highest court not even three weeks after learning about possible campaign 

violations. Furthermore, California was not the only state to enforce its laws; judges in both 

Idaho and Montana also forced electioneering nonprofits to reveal their funding sources on the 

eve of the election.11 Such outcomes should give voters concerned about election transparency 

and fairness some hope, even in the absence of legal clarity at the federal level. 
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